Christian Lerch, David Bauman and Erin Byrnes are star tutors! David and Erin both asked if they could get their student's teacher's e-mails to ask them about the curriculum so they can be prepared for the work they will be doing with their kids. Aside from that, Erin is always in a cheery mood, which she passes on to others. Christian is always at least 20 minutes early to meet at campus ministry, which shows commitment. When I asked him why he always came so early he said "being early means you’re on time, being on time means you’re late."

Justin Caliguri is a star tutor because he always comes to work with a smile on his face, I think his positivity gets noticed by the kids and help in having a good day of tutoring. The fact that he added a fifth day at Brookland also shows how much he enjoys coming to site every day.

Rachel Severino is a star tutor because she is so enthusiastic; she talks about her kids outside of tutoring and she can go on and on about how great they are and how much they’re improving. I’ve also walked around during tutoring and have overheard the amount of positive reinforcement she gives her students.

Erin Brookes is a star tutor because she is getting van certified!!

Maddy Lockwood and Rachel Severino are doing a great job with their group even though it is difficult at times.

Torey Repetski is star tutor.. She is a volunteer and her kids truly love spending time with her.
STAR TUTORS: FLOC Tubman

Peter Rescigno is doing an outstanding job. He has a lot of patience with his student and is really committed to helping him learn. He is a great addition to the FLOC team!

Monica Lengkong seems to look forward to tutoring everyday. She always has a positive attitude and is always looking for ways she can help her student enjoy learning. She is a great tutor!

Alex Ray is the star tutor because he genuinely cares about his students and they really love him. He takes the time to really get to know the interests of the children and how he can relate their interests to what he is teaching them.

Angie Sanchez is the star tutor because even though she gets out of class at 2, she always works hard to catch up to us while we are walking to site in order to get as much time with her students as possible!

STAR TUTORS: Beacon House

Brigid McGivney has showed great leadership in tutoring! Brigid works hard with her student and tutors very carefully making sure that her student is understanding every step of the way.

Erica Donovan was the star tutor for the week because she was able to keep her student focused through out tutoring even though they were placed in a very loud room. She worked hard with him so that they could complete their work and still play a game!

Magalys Iona is doing a great job! She and her student have great communication which allows them to focus on the material at hand. She makes the work fun too!

Robert Vanbenschoten is the star tutor this week because he works so well with his student! He has a very young student whom he is able to engage in fun ways and still cover all of the material in a days lesson plan!

Brian Bligh is always working hard with his student!

STAR TUTORS: Hope Community

Alexander Ray is the star tutor because he genuinely cares about his students and they really love him. He takes the time to really get to know the interests of the children and how he can relate their interests to what he is teaching them.

Angie Sanchez is the star tutor because even though she gets out of class at 2, she always works hard to catch up to us while we are walking to site in order to get as much time with her students as possible!
STAR TUTORS!!! Heads UP

Katherine Tierney was excellent; she helped out with the binder and was huge help.

Victoria Nicholson & Andrea Kulish were great. (They are two of the returning tutors) They both were great with the kids and Victoria helped out GREATLY by speaking to the tutors on the bus a little about procedures.

Julia Omotade has really connected with some students and it was just been wonderful to see how she interacts with them and their happiness to see her.

Jake Sweet is really interacting well with the students.

Liz Lalor has been a great help!

STAR TUTORS: Higher Achievement

Brightwood

Siomara Segovia is a star tutor for consistently helping at site responding to emails!

Ryan Russell is a returner and helped get scholars and mentors involved in our site

Lisa Baranecki

Theresa Funk is a star tutor for going to site when she didn't have to!

Dan Alfieri for being a consistent mentor before and at site.

Semester Wrap-Up

Thank you all for a great fall semester! I hope I get the chance to work with you again this coming spring. You are making a difference in the DC community and in the lives of the children you are working with! Nice work!